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Introduction. 

Welcome to Professor Sam Gershman’s Computational Cognitive Neuroscience lab at 
Harvard! This document will be a reference for everything you need to know to get 
started with the particulars of our lab, as well as with general affairs at Harvard. Your 
new institutional home will undoubtedly present you with myriad logistic dilemmas 
during your initial weeks. Many of your questions may be addressed in this document 
by an appeal to ctrl+f along with a modicum of keyword intuition. If that approach 
doesn’t solve your problem, feel free to email Dr. Wouter Kool (wkool@fas.harvard.edu)
—even if he is no longer with our lab, he loves entertaining this variety of 
correspondence.  

This document is organized into three parts. The first part applies to everyone. Please 
give it an initial read through. The second part tailors information as it is relevant to 
different positions—graduate students, researcher assistants, and lab managers 
(postdocs are on their own). The final part is a reference section; you may want to 
browse through it to see what applies to you. 

Again, welcome to the lab—we intend for our community to be a network of 
collaborators seeking to produce excellent work and to address fascinating questions 
about the neural foundations of cognition. We are excited to have you as a colleague 
and hope that you are looking forward to joining us in this pursuit! If you have any 
questions or concerns please do reach out to Sam, me (Cody, the lab manager), or 
another lab member.  

mailto:wkool@fas.harvard.edu


Part 1: Getting Started 

Getting an ID card. 

If you’re new to Harvard, you will need to get your official Harvard ID card. You can 
obtain one on the 8th floor of the Smith Campus Center—they’ll print it for you on the 
spot. Instructions may be found here: 

http://www.campusservicecenter.harvard.edu/services/id-cards/how-obtain-id-card  

For non-Harvard RAs, we may be able to get you a temporary Harvard ID card. Please 
see instructions in RA section of Part 2 of this document. 

Once you have a Harvard ID, contact Jesselyn Opie (jopie@fas.harvard.edu; NW 
building manager) to get your card coded to East wing and NW building after-hours 
access. 

Connecting to Harvard Wifi. 

“In order to do Science, one must first connect to the Internet.” 
—Sir Isaac Newton 

This one can be surprisingly difficult, actually. Instructions may be found here:  

http://wifi.harvard.edu/harvard-secure.html 

A note on the instructions: 

The first screen where you’re prompted for user information (SecureW2 JoinNow) wants 
your Harvard email and password. The second screen where you're prompted looks 
something like this: 

!  
Where the first prompt is ‘account name’ and the second prompt is ‘password’ and 
there is no dropdown.  It wants your 8 digit Harvard ID for account name. And the 
same password as above.  

http://www.campusservicecenter.harvard.edu/services/id-cards/how-obtain-id-card
mailto:jopie@fas.harvard.edu
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If you’re unable successfully to connect to the Harvard wifi setup network, then try 
downloading the installer on the Harvard guest network. Depending on your affiliation 
with Harvard (e.g., RAs who are based at MIT), you may encounter insurmountable 
obstacles while attempting to access the non-guest wifi. Please address 
troubleshooting requests to Mark Gerstel (mgerstel@wjh.harvard.edu) in the 
psychology administration office.  

Lab Resources. 

You’ll want to make sure you get connected to the resources that are germane to your 
interests—for example, lab meetings; we try to make those worth your while. Here are 
a few key email lists you’ll want to be on: 
- CNNL weekly meeting (ask Sam or the lab manager to add you) 
- Cognition, Brain & Behavior Seminars (http://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cbb/home) 
- Center for Brains, Minds & Machines (http://cbmm.mit.edu/about/contact-us) 

There are a number of other resources you may want to have your radar. Currently, our 
lab offers the following weekly meetings: 
- Neuroëcon journal club 
- Reinforcement learning working group 
- Probabilistic models of cognition, RA workshop 

Of course, you may also want to contact other researchers in the Cambridge area to 
attend their lab meetings. Often it is best to contact the professor directly unless you 
can find up-to-date contact information for their lab manager. 

Also keep an eye out for Sam’s course on computational cognitive neuroscience. 
Everyone likes it. It’s currently being offered Fall 2016. 

Our lab wiki has a number of useful references (including this document!). The format 
of our wiki may be changing in the near future. For now, you may view our wiki here: 

https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/ccnlab/Computational+Cognitive
+Neuroscience+Lab+Home 

Once you’re on the lab email list, you can email the group at this address: 

ccnl-list@lists.fas.harvard.edu 

mailto:mgerstel@wjh.harvard.edu
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We also have a lab google calendar, where you will find information about upcoming 
events and lab meetings.  

https://goo.gl/nMHbxT  

Finally, make sure to schedule a time slot for a weekly meeting with Sam! 

Harvard Resources. 

Taste the fruits of the prodigious Harvard endowment. Or, at the very least, download 
MATLAB using their license. A list of downloads available for Harvard affiliates may be 
found here: 

http://downloads.fas.harvard.edu/download 

Lab Website. 

We need to put your picture and a short bio on the lab website. Please scrounge up a 
serviceable picture of your effervescent mug and send it to the lab manager.  

https://goo.gl/nMHbxT
http://downloads.fas.harvard.edu/download


Part 2: Role-specific Info 

Grad Students / Postdocs 

No further instructions. Go forth and do science. Maybe skim through section 3 first. 

Research Assistants 

Payment. 

Should you require a paycheck, these are the forms that the psych advising office will 
need: 

(1) weekly temporary payroll appointment form 
(2) Form I-9 
(3) Form W-4 
(4) Form M-4 
(5) Direct deposit authorization form (optional, but highly recommended) 

They need hard copies. Print, fill-out and submit to psych office. 

Contact: Joan Smeltzer (smeltzer@wjh.harvard.edu; William James Hall 232) 

Harvard ID. 

If you are not officially a Harvard affiliate (i.e., John Harvard doesn’t sign your 
paychecks nor does he cash your tuition checks), then you do not have a Harvard ID. 
However, you will likely wish to have such identification—not merely to impress your 
interlocutors at whichever bars you frequent on the other side of the Charles, but also 
to access the NW building after-hours and connect to Harvard wifi. Believe me, you do 
not want to subsist on the Guest wifi network.  

The lab can entertain up to three Research Assistant Library Borrower’s Cards, which 
will give non-Harvard students official status with the university through which they can 
obtain access to building, internet, and other university resources.  

Here is the protocol for getting a card: Print and fill out an application for a RA library 
borrower’s card. In the application check both boxes. Get the application signed by 
Sam. Submit the application and $5.00 processing fee (basically cost of making your 
card) to Library Privileges Office, Widener Library room 130. After you have submitted 

mailto:smeltzer@wjh.harvard.edu


this application and been approved, you can go to Harvard ID services on the 8th floor 
of Smith Campus Center. They will take your picture and print you an ID card on the 
spot. It can take a while for the account to be fully activated. 

If we currently have more than three RAs with a library borrower’s card, then you’ll have 
to ask Joan Smeltzer (smeltzer@wjh.harvard.edu) for an alternate solution.  

Lab Manager 

Oh boy! Here comes the good stuff. 

Expense Reports Update 

(1) Download the Citi card statement (from here: https://home.cards.citidirect.com/
CommercialCard/Cards.html). 

 -statement tab 
 -should end on 15th or 16th of current month 
 -click download, csv and pdf (you need both) 
 (log in info: sjgershm, password; Which city father born? Moscow.) 

(2) move the downloaded file to main /Expenses/ folder 
 -rename as statement_1701.csv (insert appropriate year and month) 
 -you’re done with the Citi card website; you can logout 

(3) open matlab 
 - run the script ‘report = expenseReport(‘1701’); (where 1701 is the year and 
month you named the statement with 
  
(4) open the employee reimbursement form document 
 - make sure there are enough lines 
 - copy report.business into the first section 
 - copy report.vendor into the second section 
 - replace sections marked ‘CUSTOM’ as appropriate 
 - gotta take out that one thing that’s not a real expense 

(5) To be continued… 

Expense Reports: obsolete 

mailto:smeltzer@wjh.harvard.edu
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Every 15th of the month, you will be notified that the Citi card statement is available. 
You will file a report to ensure that the Spirit of William James reimburses all of 
Gershman lab’s scientific expenditures. These, more or less, are the instructions: 

(1) Download the Citi card statement (from here: https://home.cards.citidirect.com/
CommercialCard/Cards.html). 
 -statement tab 
 -should end on 15th or 16th of current month 
 -click download, pdf 

(2) Save the downloaded statement in the appropriate folder. 
 - 
 -you’re done with the Citi card website; you can logout 
  
(3) You will edit this GershmanExpenses pdf document and add all other relevant info 
to it. 
 -delete the final page, which has generic information on it; it’s not necessary 
 -you can do this by selecting the last page in the left page-view pane and  
  clicking edit->delete (mac) 

(4) Download the document for Harvard employee reimbursement / corporate card 
payment form. 
 - you can do this with word (available on web) or pages (see Cody for doc) 

(5) Enter business purpose: 
 -copy each line from citi statement 
 - for MTurk (indicated by MECHANICAL TURK on citi statement): “Payment to 
Amazon Mechanical Turk for subject payments for Gershman lab’s online psychology 
experiments. All subject payments are kept on record. If any subject receives over $600 
in payments, the business office will be notified. SEED” 
 -for gift cards (AMAZON.COM AMZN.COM/BI): “Amazon gift card for subject 
bonus payments for Gershman lab’s online psychology experiments. All subject 
payments are kept on record. If any subject receives over $600 in payments, the 
business office will be notified. SEED” 
 -for AWS (AMAZON WEB SERVICES) “Payment for Amazon Web Service server 
usage for Gershman lab data analysts. SEED”  
 -for webfaction (WEBFACTION) “Subscription to server for online experiments 
for Gershman lab.  SEED” 

(6) Print the doc, get Sam to sign it. Note: There are two spaces for him to sign. 



(7) Download amazon itemized receipts 
 - gift cards: amazon.com, your account, your orders, open invoice for each order 
in new tab, take screenshot of each invoice 
 - Mturk: Mturk website, my account, transaction history, then set appropriate 
dates and take screen shot  

(8) Add all relevant docs / scans, pics of receipts, and amazon receipts to pdf. 
 -webfaction receipts: webfaction.com, billing, payment transaction history 
 -amazon web services: aws website, payment history, click on invoice number to 
download 
 -take pictures of all physical receipts and attach them here as well 

(9) Make sure all pages, receipts are in one document; then send to Nanthana 
(nnicol@fas.harvard.edu) 

random notes for protocol on reimbursement form: 
-use “celebration” instead of “party” 
-for any social gathering: “Please also provide number of attendance, names/positions 
are required for 5 people or under and only position for 6 or more people. Always 
confirm whether alcohol included on meal/food charges or not.” 

Whew! The fun stuff is over… Back to science! 

Business Office. 

Just kidding! Not back to science quite yet. Set up a meeting with the business office 
(Mark C; markcellucci@fas.harvard.edu). They will want to talk to you about, well, 
everything.  

The following are some useful resources from Nanthana:  
Reimbursement 
-http://travel.harvard.edu/policies-reimbursement 
Travel Policy 
-http://policies.fad.harvard.edu/pages/travel-0 
Plan to travel 
-http://www.campustravel.com/university/harvard/ 
Forms 
-http://www.fas.harvard.edu/links/able-forms-area 
Training 

mailto:nnicol@fas.harvard.edu
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-http://eureka.harvard.edu//Eureka/jobaids.cfm 
-http://harvie.harvard.edu/Career_Professional_Development/Training_Courses 
HU Office of Sponsored Program 
-http://osp.finance.harvard.edu/policies 

See documents from Nanthana, as well. 

Room Reservations. 

Contact Jesselyn to get your FAS-roombook NW template activated. 

You may access roombook here: http://roombook.harvard.edu/  

Once you have your account, this is how you book a room: 

“You will see three template options at the drop-down menu of the “Reservations” tab. 
Simply select the “Northwest Self-Serve” option. The two other options, “FAS - 
Academic Request” and “FAS - Spring Non-Course Request” are also available to you.  
However, these two templates are request-only options.  That is, in searching for space 
via these two templates, your search will result only in a request that will need to be 
processed and approved by the managing entity before the reservation can be 
confirmed…  So be sure to select the “Northwest  Self-Serve” option to access direct 
booking of the Northwest meeting rooms.” 

Editing the Website. 

These instructions will only apply for as long as we are on Webfaction. The bios and 
pictures will be under the directory ‘/webapps/htdocs/‘ 

(1) go to webfaction.com and login 
 -see password page for credentials 
 -username: gershmanlab 
 -password: H1R… 

(2) create a new user (actually, not sure if this is necessary) 
 (a) click account 
 (b) click SSH/SFTP users 
 (c) click add new user 
 (d) create unique username / password 
 (e) choose dropdown option /bin/bash 

http://roombook.harvard.edu/


 (f) groups: highlight gershmanlab 

(Protip: use SFTP, not SSH) 
Editing with SFTP: 

https://docs.webfaction.com/user-guide/access.html#connecting-with-ftp 

connection type: sftp 
server: gershmanlab.webfactional.com 
port: 22 
username: gershmanlab 

https://cyberduck.io/ 

You’ll want to edit the picture files to be some ratio of 9:11. You can do this on Mac 
with Preview. 

Ordering Office Supplies. 

It’s really easy once you get the hang of it, I promise. But there are a number of steps, 
which at first glance seem rather opaquely ordered.  

Start here: http://fss.finance.harvard.edu/applications  

(1) click “Access Oracle System Applications, Personal Homepage” 
(2) click “marketplace” button 
(3) for office supplies, click the WB Mason button; for all else, click appropriate button 
(4) pick items, add to cart 
(5) go to checkout 
(6) click submit to oracle 
(7) must fill in line level notes with item and business purpose (e.g., “black pens for lab 
use”) 
(8) requisition description: GER CEK- misc office supplies (where CEK = your initials; 
misc office supplies = description of order) 
(9) make sure delivery info is correct 
(10) Billing, charge account: make sure the object number is appropriate for order (you 
will have to replace the segment 6640; see list of object codes from Kathy in Part 3) 
(11,12) Submit 

Passwords. 

http://fss.finance.harvard.edu/applications


Look in the drawer. We need to come up with a better system for this. 



Part 3: References 

Connecting to the Printer. 

If you work in the East wing of the NW build, you will want to connect to the printer. In 
your system preferences: add a new printer, by IP address, with the following 
information: 

IP address: 140.247.89.13 
Protocol: HP Jetdirect - Socket  
Driver: Generic Post-script printer (or you can find and download the manufacturer’s 
driver, if you want) 

Using the Copier. 

The one in the hallway. Code: 01627. 

Reserving a Room. 

Ask the lab manager to do it for you. If you are the lab manager, then consult the 
appropriate section of Part 2. 

Research Computing. 

If you want access to the cluster (for analyzing large datasets, e.g., imaging data), then 
you’ll need a research computing account. Here are brief instructions for getting an RC 
account: 

Go to: https://account.rc.fas.harvard.edu/request-wizard/  

Select:  
Samuel Gershman 

Select: 
Instrument Sign-Up  
Odyssey Cluster Use  
Downloadable Software 

Go to Center for Brain Science Imaging Center 
Select: 

https://account.rc.fas.harvard.edu/request-wizard/


none 

Go to Center for Brain Science MRI 
Select: 
CBS MRI: Bay 1 MRI 
Courses and events? 

Select:  
Gershman lab (caroline west) 

You likely don’t have any software or queue requests. 

Once you have an RC account, you will want to get a NCF account. You may find 
instructions here: 

http://cbs.fas.harvard.edu/science/core-facilities/neuroimaging/information-
investigators/cbsfaq#how_do_i_get_account  

Note that when it asks for a username@realm, it wants something like this: 
“mtomov13@Odyssey” where one’s username is concatenated with the appropriate 
realm (either Odyssey or ncf, probably). 

More NCF information: 

Directories— 
Users: each user in the lab has a subdirectory here that only they can 
write to and read from. 
Lab: anyone in the lab can read/write here but nobody else on the cluster 
can. 
Everyone: only people in the lab can write here but anyone on the cluster 
can read it. 

By default, we usually put everything in the Lab directory. 

Someone at RC needs to create each user's subdirectory; if you want a subdirectory 
then ask RC to create a subdirectory (rchelp@fas.harvard.edu).  

Crucially, this is Center for Brain Science FAQ. It will be your friend: 

http://cbs.fas.harvard.edu/science/core-facilities/neuroimaging/information-investigators/cbsfaq#how_do_i_get_account
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http://cbs.fas.harvard.edu/science/core-facilities/neuroimaging/information-
investigators/faq  

Seriously, you should probably bookmark that link. 

Virtual Proxy Network. 

You will need to log onto the Virtual Proxy Network to access the RC cluster. There will 
be instructions here:  

As a reminder, you’ll need the following information:  
https://rc.fas.harvard.edu/resources/vpn-setup/ 

login: ckommers@ncf or ckommers@odyssey (use yours, not mine) 
rc password: fG… (again, use yours, not mine) 
google authenticator  

Accessing the Cluster. 

After you have an RC account, you will eventually want to access your files via terminal. 
You will use the following command: 
'ssh -YC username@ncfws12.rc.fas.harvard.edu' 

You may get the following error: 
‘Could not chdir to home directory /n/home10/ckommers: No such file or directory’ 

Congrats, you are now the latest in a long line of Gershman researchers who have 
encountered this error.  

Send the following message to rchelp@fas.harvard.edu: 
“Hello, 
I'm trying to access my RC home directory through the following command: 
'ssh -YC ckommers@ncfws12.rc.fas.harvard.edu' 
and I get the following error message: 
'Could not chdir to home directory /n/home10/ckommers: No such file or directory' 
I believe I may have an account but not a home directory for RC. Would you please 
help me solve the problem? 
Thanks, 
CEK“ 

http://cbs.fas.harvard.edu/science/core-facilities/neuroimaging/information-investigators/faq
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Please feel free to substitute your own salutations and username [instead of ckommers, 
CEK]. 

Scanning Certifications. 

You may not attend scanning sessions until receiving your yellow badge from MRI 
safety training session. Instructions for getting the requisite certifications: 

(1) Look for center for brain center training sessions (https://
webapps.sciences.fas.harvard.edu/spinal/calendar/monthly/courses-and-events/) and 
attend next available MRI safety training session. Also, sign up for MR-users email list: 
http://lists.hcs.harvard.edu/mailman/listinfo/mrusers-list. 

(2) Attend MRI safety training session, fill out packet received during training and 
obtain yellow badge.  

You may attend scanning sessions after you have received your yellow badge. 

(3) Complete CITI training (see section below). 

(4) Begin working toward green badge, which you can obtain after 20+ scanning 
sessions and some additional testing. 

Citi Training. 

In order to perform experiments on human subjects, you have to complete the 
requisite Citi training. Take the Social & Behavioral Research Investigators: Stage 1 - 
Basic course: https://www.citiprogram.org/. 

fMRI Analysis.  

See Sam’s Wiki: https://github.com/sjgershm/ccnl-fmri/wiki  

Need to talk about arcGet here, as well. 

You’ll want to run most of these scripts (especially preprocessing and GLM) on the 
cluster. There are instructions on the Center for Brain Science FAQ (see below). In short, 
this is what your terminal command will look like: 

https://www.citiprogram.org/
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sbatch -p ncf -n 1 -t 28-16:22 --mem=2000 --wrap="matlab -
nodisplay -nosplash -nojvm -r $'ccnl_fmri_preproc(imageryExpt(),
2);exit'" 

-t 28-16:22 must update time; this is for October 28, 4:22pm 

imageryExpt() this is the function that creates your experiment structure EXPT 

Sbatch: http://cbs.fas.harvard.edu/science/core-facilities/neuroimaging/information-
investigators/slurm#slurm_matlab  

We need to add more information in this section. If you are reading this statement, 
please kindly ask Cody to update this section.  

Sona. 

Sona (the platform for Harvard’s study pool) is the primary Harvard resource for 
sourcing undergraduate participants for your experiments. You may access it here: 

https://husp.sona-systems.com/   

First things first, you need a study to put up on Sona. The study pool person (Wendy; 
erselius@fas.harvard.edu) won’t give you the time of day—nor will she give you an 
account—until you have a study that you want to be associated with. It can be your 
own new study or a previously existing one. Once you have a study, a brief outline of 
the process is as follows: (1) request a researcher’s account from Wendy, (2) receive 
email, follow link, (3) agree to terms, complete prescreen and whatever else. 

If starting you own experiment, fill out application and follow instructions here:  
http://studypool.psychology.fas.harvard.edu/listingastudy  

Some guidelines, from Wendy: 
- Studies posted on Sona should be monitored for expiration date.  Submit requests to 
the IRB for approval when you receive approval send it to me to extend the date. 
- Any new researcher that is working on the study needs to be added as a team 
member to the IRB.  I will assign a Sona account to them and list them on the study. 
- When a researcher leaves please delete them from the study.  When a study is 
completed let me know to delete it. 

http://cbs.fas.harvard.edu/science/core-facilities/neuroimaging/information-investigators/slurm#slurm_matlab
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- Money for participants is available from the Study Pool office almost every day. You 
can e-mail me and let me know when you will come by, same for reconciliations. 
- $2,000 per researcher is the limit.  Funds can be taken in any amount.  This helps 
some managers separate funds for many studies. 
- Subject Payment forms must be originals.  Please fill them out completely. 

For your first time getting set up on Sona, you should schedule an appointment with 
Wendy (erselius@fas.harvard.edu). She likes to provide information, and, even if you 
only assimilate a small amount of what she says, it will help everything make more 
sense. 

Information about the psychology study pool is here:  

http://studypool.psychology.fas.harvard.edu/researcher  

Log in to sona here:  

https://husp.sona-systems.com/  

Booking the MRI Bay. 

https://webapps.sciences.fas.harvard.edu/spinal/calendar/monthly/cbs-mri-bay-1-mri/
2016/07/  

Pizza for Group Events. 

Order from Otto Pizza in Harvard square 
(617) 873-0888 
http://www.ottoportland.com/locations/massachusetts/harvard-square-1432-mass-ave 

For 25 people, about 6 large pizzas is good. Get assorted pies, but bacon + mashed 
potato pizza is the favorite (order 2). 

Should be about $130 + $13 tip = $143. 

Object Codes. 

For expense reports. 

6540 Classroom supplies - [not to be used with grant funding] 

http://studypool.psychology.fas.harvard.edu/researcher
https://husp.sona-systems.com/
https://webapps.sciences.fas.harvard.edu/spinal/calendar/monthly/cbs-mri-bay-1-mri/2016/07/
http://www.ottoportland.com/locations/massachusetts/harvard-square-1432-mass-ave


6550 Plates, cups, napkins, etc. - [not to be used with grant funding] 
6570 General Food &amp; Nonalcoholic Beverages 
6600 Lab Supplies 
6630 Books, Subscriptions, &amp; Reprints 
6640 General Office Supplies - [not to be used with grant funding] 
6660 General Computer Supplies [i.e. toner, USB drive, mouse, keyboard, etc.] 
6710 Software 
6750 Computers less than $5,000.00 
8090 Network Fees 
8260 Services performed, also web hosting 
8273 Subject payments, purchases of subject incentives 
8360 Fees, Permits and Licenses 
8450 Expenses Ineligible for Federal Reimb. 
8510 Telephone 
8540 Copy and Duplication 
8550 Publication and Printing 
8631 Conference registration fee 
8660 Advertising charged to grants 
8451 Advertising charged to other than grants. 
6551 Cleaning supplies – dishwashing liquid, etc 

Useful Contacts. 

Administrative:  
Joan Smeltzer 
smeltzer@wjh.harvard.edu  
William James Hal 232 

Building or facilities:  
Jesselyn Opie  
jopie@fas.harvard.edu  

Sona Study pool: 
Wendy Erselius 
erselius@fas.harvard.edu  

Friendship: 
Mark Gersten 
mgerstel@wjh.harvard.edu  
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Research computing: 
Faceless assistant 
rchelp@fas.harvard.edu 

IT: 
Faceless assistant 
ithelp@harvard.edu 

Business Office: 
Kathy Kaufman 
kkaufman@wjh.harvard.edu 
Also: Mark, markcellucci@fas.harvard.edu; Nanthana, nnicol@fas.harvard.edu  

MRI Logistics: 
Tammy Moran 
tmoran@fas.harvard.edu  

IRB: 
Jonathan Girard 
jgirard@fas.harvard.edu  

Anything else about the lab: 
Lab manager, Cody 
cek.cogsci@gmail.com  
Room 295.06 
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